Bertram Memorial Tournaments - 2011
Final - Results
31.08.2011

Bal Badminton: *(The kumara Raja of Chettinad Cup)*
Winner: St. Joseph’s College, Trichy
Runner: Loyola College, Chennai

Tennis Singles: *(The Stanly Cup)*
Winner: Irfan Hussain
Runner: Sudharsan

Tennis Doubles: *(The Erskine Cup)*
Winner: Iffan Hussain & Vishwajith (SSN)
Runner: Senthil kumar & Harish (Loyola)(7-5)(7-0)

Basketball Finals: *(The Bertram Memorial Shield)*
I AVC College, Myladuthurai 66 (C.praveen-25) (Winner)
II Loyola College, Chennai 62 (K.Arunkumar-17) (Runner)
III MCC College, Chennai 79 (kasirajan-23)

Volleyball Finals: *(The Bertram Memorial Shield)*
I Panimalar Eng. College (Winner)
II Loyola College Chennai (Runner)
III Jamal Md. College, Trichy

Table Tennis Singles: *(The Father Principal’s Cup)*
Winner: D. Kishore kumar (Loyola)
Runner: Vishal (LIBA) (11-8)(11-8)(11-8)(11-9)

Table Tennis Doubles: *(The Krishnasamy Iyar Memorial Cup)*
Winner: Sathyan & Prasana (St. Joseph’s)
Runner: Kishore kumar & Sushmit Sriram (Loyola) (11-9)(11-6)(11-7) [3-0]

Chess: *(The Loyola Cup)*
Winner-VAV.Rajesh (Loyola College)
Runner-R.A. Pradeep kumar (Anna University)
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